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ALL WELCOME!
Tuesday July 11

Starts 4.00 PM
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St Peter’s Hall
Cnr. Draper & Hodgson
Streets

Ocean Grove
BMUG Newsletter Layout &
Masthead
Designed by Peter Baldwin

July Meeting Presentation
“A Photographic Journey”

Neil Hickman
The following Page contains a short resume about Neil’s experiences in learning
the art of photography with particular emphasis on bird photography.
Members will also have received, separate to this Newsletter, notes prepared by
Neil relating to his experiences in developing the art of bird photography.
It is proposed to have a break half way through Neil’s Presentation.
There will be ample opportunity to ask questions of Neil during and after his
presentation.
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photographs
of
birds through his
binoculars
and
through Birdlife Bellarine’s club
telescope by simply holding his $100
camera
to
the
optics
with
no
attachments. After a few years Neil
purchased a more expensive DSLR
camera and long lens and also purchased
an iMac computer and joined BMUG.
Neil will talk about his photographic
journey and will focus on how he uses
different software to process images.
He will also bring some outputs that he
produced from ideas and instructions
gained from BMUG and Green Apples.
Neil
will
demonstrate
some
of
Photoshop’s amazing tools and hopefully
show some web tutorials of some of the
plug-ins that he uses.
He will bring a relatively cheap compact
camera that has double the magnification
of his expensive DSLR set-up and will
show the types of bird images that can

He will also demonstrate the macro and
landscape capabilities of the compact
camera.
In
recent
times
Neil
has
been
experimenting with “Creative Filters”.
This takes a perfectly composed,
perfectly
exposed
and
perfectly
processed image AS THE START and not
the END of the photographic process.
Several art exhibitions at the National
Gallery have given inspiration such as the
recent Degas and David Hockney
exhibitions. Hopefully Neil may have a
few new creations after visiting the Van
Gogh exhibition prior to giving his talk.
There will be plenty of different
photographic
outputs
from
the
demonstrated software and it will NOT
be all bird images!
After years yearning for bright light in
order to photograph fast falcons in flight
Neil recently spent many nights in the
pitch
dark
trying
to
photograph
bioluminescent fungi. This was quite a
step in his continuing photographic
journey.

be taken with each system.
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Notes from June Meeting Presentation

iMovie
At the June Main Presentation we
welcomed long-time Member
Des Graham as our Guest Speaker.

ending of a movie and how they can
be used effectively but sparingly

Des gave us a very interesting

He demonstrated how to add ‘Titles’

presentation on how to use and
access the various facilities in
iMovie, in order to produce a small
length home movie.
He demonstrated how to shift movie

and the different effect that they can
have by using different Fonts, sizes
and colours.

clips and photos into an ‘Events’
Folder within the iMovie app, then
move the desired amount of each
individual clip into the ‘Project’ line.
He showed how to alter the position
of clips within the ‘Project’ line and
also how to reverse the direction of
travel of a particular clip.
He showed how to use ‘Transitions’
particularly for the starting and

throughout the movie.

He demonstrated how to alter the
the volume of the sound track which
came with the original clip and how
to taper it at the start and end of a
clip.
He also showed how to delete
original sound and substitute it with
music from iTunes or even by
adding a voice-over.

This was a wonderfully prepared
presentation, much appreciated by all
those present. Thank you Des.
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Next Month’s Meeting Program
“All Things iPad”

Share Your Favourite, Interesting
& Useful Apps
Next Month’s General Meeting
will mainly be devoted to iPad
apps, with some time available
to demonstrate other apps.
Because our iPad SIG’s are
currently not operating, it was
felt that we should have a
meeting devoted mainly to
iPads.
Three
Committee
members
have offered to demonstrate six
different iPad apps, but we need
some extra contributions.
We invite a few more members
to come along to the August
Meeting and share with us
something that you enjoy using
on your iPad.

Additional contributions will
help to fill the program and add
more variety.
Any contribution, short or long
would be most appreciated by
your Committee.
Please don’t feel hesitant as
you are among friends, all
sharing a common interest.

Every member contribution
is greatly valued.
President Carol will further
elaborate on the proposed
program
in
her
Opening
Remarks at the commencement
of this meeting.
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Our Annual Meeting will be held in September.
Next Month, Nominations for a new Committee will be invited.

PLEASE CONSIDER
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Peter Baldwin

A Message From The Editor
Highlights Of Apple’s
WWDC 2017
On June 5, 2017, Apple announced to
over 6000 Developers what new to
expect from Apple later this year.
The websites that report Apple news
didn't all agree on what's good or
bad. Steve Sande writing his Rocket
Yard, The Macsales.com Blog sifted
out what he considers the "Top Five
Announcements from the “Keynote"
address.

power to impress. Steve says this
"monster" iMac will start at

Generation iPad, iPad Air and Air 2,
all iPad Pros and the 6th

US$4,999. The new iPad Pro will
have two sizes: 12.9 and the new
10.5 inch model that he says has
specifications that are better than
most "true" laptops and are touch-

generation iPod touch.

enabled. The new iPad Pros will
arrive in October 2017 after the
introduction of the new iOS11.
2. iOS 11 will feature lots of new

3. The HomePod for US$349. Apple is
targeting a different market with
this more expensive version of
Amazon's Echo. HomePod will
feature high quality speakers (that
Echo does not have), Siri will make
music suggestions from Apple
Music, and HomePod will connect

notes. All the specs on the new
models are shown.

features for the iPad that make it
more like the laptop having a new
Files app, a dock, multitasking
allowing a new feature Drag and
Drop bringing the iPad more inline

4. The new macOS High Sierra with

1. The professional-level iMac Pro
will ship in December 2017, lots of

with features of a laptop. iOS 11
will run on iPhone 5s/SE through
iPhone 7, iPad mini 2 to 4, 5th

lots of changes will be available in
October 2017. No more HFS
(Hierarchical File System) that was

CLICK HERE to read his complete

to a HomeKit hub that links to
HomeKit-compatible
home
automation devices.
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Editor’s Message…..Con’t.
introduced in 1985. The new APSF
(Apple File System) is designed

Lake-based Intel Core m3, i5 and
i7 processors.

bigger and faster storage. A new
video compression format HEFC
(High Efficiency Video Coding) will
provide
40-percent
more
compression than previously. The

Jim Tanous from The Mac Observer
notes the new systems introduced for
the iMac have some "quirky notes
and caveats" concerning the RAM:

Photos
App
has
many
improvements including the visible
Sidebar, improved editing tools
professional
quality
filters.
Memories capabilities have many
new categories: pets, weddings,
birthdays, and even babies. Safari,
Siri and Messages will all be
updated. Siri will have a more
natural voice.

iPad Pro

highly-inflated RAM upgrade prices
to non-user-upgradeable RAM in
most
Mac
configurations
to
conflicting RAM limits.

Full Wireless Keyboard with Numeric
Keypad

Apple iMac 2017

HomePod

iMac Pro

Leather Apple Pencil Case

5. And 5th on Steve Sande's five
highlights are upgrades to Macs
including the regular iMacs. A
numeric keyboard will be available
(again) that is wireless. And,
MacBook and MacBook Pro will
have faster SSD storage Kaby

6.
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Editor’s Feature Article
...inform, entertain and persuade...

Time Machine
Problems?

Fix a stalled Time Machine backup in OS X
I recently had a problem with my Time
Machine external back up drive, which
took a little while to resolve.
It occurred shortly after I downloaded
OS Sierra.
This article outlines how I resolved my
problem and some of the things that
you can do to ascertain and remedy
your problem.
I do not intend to explain how Time
Machine or Super Duper backup’s work.

Background:
My iMac has a 1 TB fusion drive.
I use 2 external 2TB, USB3 DrivesOne for Time Machine backup;
One for ‘Super Duper’ backup.
So, in effect I have 2 different backup’s
which act as an additional “safety
measure”.
My first recorded backup on the Time
Machine disc was 11th November 2014.

I do manual backups and do not have
Time
Machine
set
to
Backup
automatically.
After the installation of OS Sierra, I
noticed that the Time Machine backup
seemed to be taking an extremely long
time to complete, compared to my Super
Duper backup.
Time Machine seemed to be stuck on
“Preparing Backup”.

What to Do If Time Machine Is
Stuck in the "Preparing Backup"
Process:
My first check was to ascertain the space
left on my external drive.

You can see by this screen shot that the
available space on the external drive is
getting quite small (this can sometimes
cause a problem with backups).
However, this was not the cause of my
problem.
My next step was to check the Time
Machine status in System Preferences
For over an hour it indicated “Preparing
Backup” and nothing seemed to change.

So, I decided to abort the backup and
try again later.
Unfortunately it is not easy to tell
whether
the
backup
may
be
experiencing a fault or two that is
stalling the backup.
On the next attempt Time Machine did
not appear to be doing anything.
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Editor’s Feature Article:

Time Machine... Problems…..Con’t.

Remove the .inProgress File:
With Time Machine turned off, I double
clicked on the Time Machine Backup
icon, which opened up “Peter Time
Machine No 1” Folder and revealed the
“Backups.backupdb” folder.

This path needs a bit of explaining.
TimeMachineBackup is the name of the
drive you use to store your backups on.
In my case, the Time Machine drive
name is “Peter Time Machine No 1”.
‘Backups.backupdb’ is the folder where
Time Machine is storing the backups.
This name never changes.
Finally, the Name Of Backup is the
computer name you assigned to your
Mac when you first set your Mac up.

In my case, the computer name is “iMac”.
Within this ‘iMac’ folder, look for a file
named “xxx-xx-xx-xxxxxx.inProgress”.
The first 8 x’s in the file name are a
placeholder for the date (year-monthday), and the last group of x’s before the
‘.inProgress’ is a random string of
numbers.
The ‘.inProgress’ file is created by Time
Machine as it gathers information about
the files it needs to back up.
I needed to delete this file as it may have
contained out-of-date or corrupt data.
Once the ‘.inProgress’ file was removed,
I turned Time Machine back on and the
backup proceeded as normal but it took
about 7 hours.
You can see from the next screen shots
that the back up finished at 3.48 am. I
started it at about 10pm.
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Editor’s Feature Article:
The length of preparation time, Time
Machine requires depends on the
amount of information on your Mac, the
size of the backup, and the speed of the
connection between your Mac and the
backup disk.
The preparation stage can also take
longer if:
The previous Time Machine backup
was interrupted.
The Mac wasn’t shut down properly.
A disk was disconnected from your
computer before being ejected.
A software update was recently
installed.
You used your Mac for several days
without performing a backup. This can
happen if the backup disk was
disconnected.
Antivirus software can also cause
backups to require more time. Make
sure your Time Machine backup folder,
located on the backup disk and named
“Backups.backupdb,” is excluded from
virus scanning.
In my case I now realise that it was
because of the size of the new
Operating System, but, I can’t be sure.

Time Machine... Problems…..Con’t.
Time Machine keeps track of which files
have been updated and need to be
backed up. This file system ‘changelog’
can become corrupt for various reasons,
the most likely being unexpected
shutdowns or freezes, as well removing
or turning off external volumes without
ejecting them properly first.
When Time Machine determines that the
file system ‘changelog’ isn't usable, it
performs a deep scan of the file system
to build a new change log. The deep
scan process greatly extends the time it
takes to prepare Time Machine to
perform a backup. Luckily, once the
deep scan is complete and the change
log is corrected, Time Machine should
perform subsequent backups in a
normal fashion.
Time Machine Drive Full:
In my case the Time Machine drive was
not full, but if it had been full then the
system should have regularly purged
files from it to make room. In this
situation, Time Machine would have
taken a while to clear out enough of the
prior backups to fit any new data to be
backed up from my system.

Anti Virus Software:
Another thing that can interfere with
backups is Anti Virus software. In my
case I have excluded the backup drive
from the virus scan.
Delete old backups:
As a safety precaution, I have now
manually deleted some of the old
backups from my back up drive.
To do this, go to ‘Backups.backupdb’
folder,open it, to show the folder where
your backups are stored (in my case it is
called ‘iMac’). Open that folder to
disclose all the individual back up
folders.

Then drag each folder that you want to
delete to Trash. Make sure that you then
empty Trash on your Mac whilst the
external drive is still attached so that
the files are removed from the external
drive. This will take quite some time.
PROBLEM SOLVED!
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Peter Baldwin

Apple Park
Lights on in Steve Jobs Theatre

CLICK HERE for a sunset flight around Apple Park
Opening day is getting closer at Apple
Park, with landscaping almost complete.
Sunset drone footage in the video link
above offers a glimpse at the entrance
to the Theatre with its lights on.
Construction equipment still sits around
and inside. The Theatre itself is located
underground, and will eventually be
able to hold 1,000 people once finished.

You can see in the video, the lobby
features floor-to-ceiling windows and
Apple’s traditional all-white design. The
company is still working on applying
final touches to the interior of the
building.
The video opens with some beautiful
flyover footage of the main spaceship

campus, showing work continuing on
the greenery within and around the ring.
Other shots in the video show in the
inside of the main ring's atrium, and
associated buildings on the opposite
side of the street, where construction is
not only unfinished but still employing
cranes-equipment
that
has
long
vanished from the ring structure.
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Peter Baldwin
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Watch This Space
Reviews to appear in future issues of BMUG News
Demonstrations and Hands on experience to be organised in SIG Groups.
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Peter Baldwin

macOS Sierra

multiple times to restore multiple
tabs.

Quickly Restore Safari Tabs

Using this keyboard shortcut has
saved me a lot of time when using
Safari.
Try it out, I think that you will be
surprised!

When you’re browsing the web, it’s
inevitable that you will accidentally
close a tab.
Even if on purpose, you may still
want to re-visit the page you were
looking at.
Instead of going into your Safari

Take control of windows on
your Mac
You can be quite flexible when it
comes to windows in OS X or macOS.
Not only can you now drag from any
side to resize them, but you can also
hold Option to resize them from two
sides at once (the one you're
dragging and the opposite one), or

Restore Safari Tabs With Keyboard

hold Shift to resize it while keeping it
locked to the same proportions.
Also, if you want to move an inactive
window that is in the background
without bringing it to the fore and

macOS has long had a keyboard
shortcut for restoring Safari tabs.

making it active, simply press the
Command key as you click to drag it
around.

History, there is a quicker way to
restore Safari tabs.

All you have to do is press⌘ +Shift+T.
This works in old versions of OS X,
but in macOS Sierra, you can hold
down ⌘ + Shift, and press T

Safari on macOS Sierra
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Editor’s Tip Of The Month

♦︎

The BMUG Assist program is available to all members. We will

How To Use The Magnifying Glass
Within Preview On Your Mac

attempt to resolve your urgent Mac problems if we can, or
alternatively give you advice about where to seek further assistance.

Open a document in Preview on Mac.
Hover your cursor over the area you want
'to make larger'.
Press the ~ (tilde) key.
You can also obtain the Magnifying glass
Tool by clicking “Tools > Show Magnifier”.

Peter Oakley is available to take your call on 0409 094 655
OR

Dick Brown is available to take your call on 5259 1614
To

get the best possible answer, and a considered one, please
email your question or problem for the “Help Desk” direct toPeter Oakley: po99crmo@me.com

You can move the magnifier around or press
~ again (Or esc Key) to make it go away.

Dick Brown: foleymay@bigpond.net.au

You can adjust the zoom level by using the
trackpad or surface of the Magic Mouse.

BMUG News produced by Editor Peter Baldwin.
Send articles for inclusion in this Newsletter to The Editor.
www.bellarinemac.org.au
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Editor’s 27” iMac To Become Available
For Purchase
Expressions of Interest Invited
✷ This late 2015 model Retina 5K iMac with 5120x2880 pixels; LED-backlit Retina wide gamut P3
Display with IPS technology, is an all in one power house computer with nothing left to spend.
✷ Has been well cared for and has heaps of extra apps.
✷ OS X Sierra 10.12.5 installed.
✷ 3.2 GHz quad-core Intel i5 processor (Skylake) Turbo Boost up to 3.6GHz.
✷ Massive 8GB, 1867MHz LPDDR3 RAM (Configurable up to 32GB).
✷1 TB Fusion Drive.
✷ AMD Radeon R9 M390 Graphics Card with 2GB GDDR5 Video Memory (This is a higher Spec than
the Base Model-additional $300.00 at time of purchase) .
✷ Apple Magic Keyboard & Magic Mouse 2.
✷ Apple Care 3 Year Warranty valid until 29th October 2018 (Transferrable to New Owner).
✷ All original Packaging.
Original Price Paid (including 3 Year Apple Care Warranty) $3,427.00

Email Peter with any questions, or Telephone 52434355 for an inspection.
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